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Generate awareness for the One Health digital service. 
Drive sign-ups for the digital service. 
Build a loyal community of followers and advocates.

The One Health business goal
By expanding the customer base for app usage and subscriptions,
One Health has cemented its status as one of the top brands
people think of when it comes to their everyday health.

Campaign Goals 

Campaign Goals 



Analyze a competitor's strategies to
discover the USP for One Health.

One Health: Your Personal Doctor,
Anytime, Anywhere

Evaluate the target groups, their
concerns, and the most effective way
to communicate with them.
Core group: 30-64 years old 

From Research to Strategy to Execution

www.fernarzt.com



From Research to Strategy to Execution

Research the most effective social platforms for the target
group, including hashtag research and selection of social
platforms.

Establish a set of guidelines and templates for the visual
identity and branding for One Health.

Develop a schedule for social engagement over the some week
period, produce content for posts, and conduct image/video
production.

Analyze community engagement to determine answers to
questions and make adjustments to content as necessary.



Competitor Research
Compititor : Fernarzt     
Website:https://www.fernarzt.com/

Fernarzt is a German telehealth company that provides online doctor consultations
and prescriptions. Patients can book a video or phone appointment with a doctor 24/7,
and the consultation typically takes about 15 minutes
Platforms: Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter
Strategy: Fernarzt's social media marketing strategy is to increase brand awareness and
credibility through posts, customer communications, and customer service. They also
use social media to promote their product and services.
Fernarzt markets their service on social media by sharing informative and engaging
content, running contests and giveaways, and responding to customer comments and
questions.



Client’s Persona

Marnie 
42 years old from New York. 
IT manager 
Works 10-14 hours per day. 
Sleeps 5 to 6 hours per night. 
Likes a fast-paced lifestyle,
tech and feeling 
achieved. 
Dislikes exercising, doing
health check ups and 
feeling weak.

Sica 
35 years old from New Jersey 
Full-time mom and wife, part-
time business 
owner 
Likes mommy groups,
anything organic and ask 
Dislikes waiting for dr.
appointments, germs 
and for advice from friend. 
Expensive healthcare

Phillip 
65 year old for
Massachusetts. 
Retired and regularly visits
family and friends. 
Likes playing with his
grandchildren, relaxing 
and bowling. 
Dislikes going to the doctor
and needles. 
Isn't tech savvy.

Rob 
28 years old from
Pennsylvania. 
HR manager looking for a
good health provider 
for the mid-size company
he's working for. 
Likes being healthy, helping
people, and good 
communication. 
Dislikes too much screen
time.



Content Strategy 

Pillar 1
Increase the familiarity
with the brand and the
services offered by 
One Health 

Hashtag :
 #onehealthapp
#OneHealth #Wellness
#HealthyLiving 
#HealthTips

Pillar 2
Develop a relationship
with the target audience
for effective 
engagement and build
trust in the brand. 

Hashtag:
#OneHealthforYou
#OneHealth
#PatientExperiences 
#RealStoriesofRecovery
#onehealthapp

Pillar 3
Increase conversion and
sales by enticing the
target audience to visit 
the website for
subscription sign-ups.
 
Hashtag: 
#onehealth 
#onehealthapp
#mentalhealth #exercise 
#OneHealthforYou



Branding Guidelines
 MoodBord

Branding Elements



Editorial Calendar 
Link:https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kVeZPVq6fwQ1FHPsLWHbzDO3i1YNV9mxoectdNJec7c/edit?
usp=sharing



Social media playbook for One Health
Social media response guide



Social media playbook for One Health
Social media response process



See the social media campaign for yourself

Twitter 
https://twitter.com/OneHealth_Akhia

Instagram 
https://www.instagram.com/onehealth_

akhia_khanam/

Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/OneHealthakhi 



 Partnership strategy

These influencers have built a large and engaged following of people who trust their
recommendations.

By partnering them we can tap into their audience and reach a wider range of
potential customers.

Additionally, influencers can help us to build trust and credibility with potential
customers, as their followers view them as experts in their field.

   Collaboration with health and wellness influencers




